ABSTRACT Audio-visual speech recognition (AVSR) utilizes both audio and video modalities for the robust automatic speech recognition. Most deep neural network (DNN) has achieved promising performances in AVSR owing to its generalized and nonlinear mapping ability. However, these DNN models have two main disadvantages: 1) the first disadvantage is that most models alleviate the AVSR problems neglecting the fact that the frames are correlated; and 2) the second disadvantage is the feature learned by the mentioned models is not credible. This is because the joint representation learned by the fusion fails to consider the specific information of categories, and the discriminative information is sparse, while the noise, reverberation, irrelevant image objection, and background are redundancy. Aiming at relieving these disadvantages, we propose the auxiliary loss multimodal GRU (alm-GRU) model including three parts: feature extraction, data augmentation, and fusion & recognition. The feature extraction and data augmentation are a complete effective solution for the processing raw complete video and training, and precondition for later core part: fusion & recognition using alm-GRU equipped with a novel loss which is an end-to-end network combining both fusion and recognition, furthermore considering the modal and temporal information. The experiments show the superiority of our model and necessity of the data augmentation and generative component in the benchmark data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust automatic speech recognition is the infrastructure of the understanding and communication between human and computers. The difference between robust automatic speech recognition and ordinary automatic speech recognition is complexity of the environment. An obvious example is automatic speech recognition in noise and disturbance. Furthermore, the other example is that illusion occurs when the auditory component of one sound is paired with the visual component of another sound, leading to the perception of a third sound [1] (this is called McGurk effect). Providing that the video information might be assistance with only audio modality speech recognition, researchers proposed audiovisual speech recognition (AVSR), which utilizes both audio and video modalities for the robust automatic speech recognition systems.
The research of AVSR has two major periods. In the past years, classic models are proposed in AVSR. In the classic views, it has two main groups: early fusion and late fusion. The two mainstreams are simple and intuitive.
Early fusion is the fusion of the two modalities by feature concatenating or linear combination. Whereas late fusion is the fusion after recognition. The typical model is multistream hidden markov models (mHMMs) which can be grouped into late fusion. As the name hints, mHMMs infer the joint representation by the two streams: video and audio.
The DNN models are proposed in AVSR, which have two main ways owing to its efficiency of multimodal representation and fusion. The first is using DNN in the feature part. Some uses convolution neural network (CNN) for extracting image features or audio features. Some uses DNN like deep belief network (DBN) to refine the audio features. The second is the fusion by DNN. The typical work is multimodal deep belief network (MDBN) [2] , multimodal deep autoencoder (MDAE) [3] and recurrent temporal multimodal restricted boltzmann machines (RTMRBM) [4] . The MDBN is twostream DBNs, the DBN will train separately and together for shared representation. Instead, The MDAE replaces DBN with deep autoencoder (DAE). The RTMRBM is VOLUME 6, 2018 This a RBM-based model considers not only audio and visual modalities, but also temporal connection. All these models achieved reasonable performance in AVSR. However, the existing DNN models cannot satisfy the demand of higher recognition accuracy and show two primary disadvantages. (1) The first disadvantage is that most models alleviate the AVSR problems neglecting the fact that the frames is correlated. ( 2) The second disadvantage is the feature learned by the mentioned models is not credible. This is because the joint representation learned by the fusion fails to consider the specific information of categories, and the discriminative information is sparse while the noise, reverberation, irrelevant image objection and background are redundancy.
In order to address the disadvantages, we propose the auxiliary loss multimodal gated recurrent unit (GRU) model. There are three main parts in the model: feature extraction, data augmentation and fusion & recognition. The feature extraction and data augmentation are a complete effective solution for processing the raw complete video and training which is precondition for later core part: fusion & recognition using proposed auxiliary loss multimodal GRU (alm-GRU). The reasons why the alm-GRU can relieve the problems are: first, alm-GRU captures the temporal information with the correlation between frames; second, alm-GRU equipped with a novel loss is an end-to-end network combining both fusion and recognition, which can consider the specific information of categories. This is because the joint representation learned by the alm-GRU is more discriminative, leading the more accurate recognition results. The workflow of the proposed model can be described from Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , a given complete raw video is divided into two streams: video and audio. In the two streams, we extract the features. At the same time, because of the overfitting is serious as training set is insufficiently abundant, which is known as learning with small size samples, we adopt data augmentation to fight against overfitting, including visual data augmentation, audio data augmentation and generative component. Then feature will be passed through alm-GRU for recognition results.
In the experiments, we conduct AVSR and cross modality speech recognition experiments for evaluating the model, augmentation and generative component. The experimental results demonstrate that our alm-GRU model achieves the state-of-the-art performance on the benchmark datasets.
In summary, the main contributions are twofold.
• We propose a novel AVSR network for fusion & recognition, an end-to-end DNN, which chiefly considers the modal information and temporal information simultaneously. The model is trained and tested once, and meanwhile simple but effective and general.
• We propose a novel loss, mainly balancing the audiovisual representation, video representation and audio representation, which makes the feature consider the correlation between audio and video, besides the representation of these respective modalities. In the following sections, we firstly survey the related work about AVSR in Section-II. Section-III advances the alm-GRU model. In Section-IV, we conduct AVSR and cross modality Y. Yuan et al.: alm-GRU Model in AVSR speech recognition experiments for evaluating the model and effect of data augmentation including generative component on the three datasets, and afterwards the results are displayed and discussed. Section-V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first briefly introduce some related work on robust automatic speech recognition. Then we will introduce the classic and DNN models for AVSR.
a: ROBUST AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION
Automatic speech recognition is an important task in artificial intelligence, and is successfully improved performance in recent years. The typical models are [5] - [8] . Nevertheless, robustness remains problematical. Robust automatic speech recognition wants to make the speech recognition system more powerful for nosie, disturbance and illusion. Generally speaking, four main views attract the researchers' eyes: in the training, in the feature, in the sound source and in the multiple modalities. In the training view, some work considered DNN in speech recognition analogs to feature-space and modelspace noise-adaptive training [9] . In the feature view, several methods aim to extract robust features like RASTA PLP [10] , AFE [11] and others [12] , [13] ; the other is feature enhancement techniques trying to remove noise from a given mixture without modifying the model parameters [14] , and the typical models are missing feature reconstruction [15] , Wiener filtering [16] , and VTS-based enhancement [17] . In the sound source view, some work condenses the multiple signals into one signal; some leverages temporal information by working on raw audio [18] , [19] . In the multiple modalities view, Section-II-.0.b and Section-II-.0.c will be discussed.
b: CLASSIC MODELS FOR AVSR
The research on AVSR has been a few years. Humans understand the multimodal world in a seemingly effortless manner, although there are vast information processing resources dedicated to the corresponding tasks by the brain [20] . There are two categories of AVSR: early fusion and late fusion. For early integration, it simply manipulates (including concatenating, linear combination and other direct operations) video and audio features into a single descriptor. For late fusion, fusion is done at decision part, which resembles ensemble learning [20] , [21] . They are both straightforward to capture the abundant information and correlation between audio and visual features. The typical model is late-fusionstyle multistream hidden markov models (mHMMs) [22] that were affirmed strong ability to model sequence data [23] . The shortage of mHMMs is the insufficiency of multimodal fusion and strong prior. Importantly, both the early fusion and late fusion are weak in the building the semantic connection between audio and visual modalities.
c: DNN MODELS FOR AVSR
DNN provides a powerful toolkit for AVSR. The DNN models have two main differentia and advantages with contrast to the classic models. First, They take advantage of the superiority of feature extraction and refinement of deep learning: CNN for extracting image features and audio features, some deep learning algorithms for refining audio features [24] - [26] . Second, they employ DNN models in fusion because of the better generalization and nonlinear transformation. We list some DNN models for fusion.
• Multimodal deep belief network (MDBN) [2] . The MDBN model outperforming mHMMs is based on deep belief network. MDBN has two streams: the video DBN and audio DBN, the output are combined together, and furthermore MDBN learns the joint distribution of video and audio. Like DBN, the MDBN has two processes: RBM-based pre-training and fine-tuning.
• Multimodal deep autoencoder (MDAE) [3] . MDAE leverages the structure of autoencoder to learn the distribution of the audio and video. MDAE firstly learns modality-specific distribution and then learns the joint distribution. The shared representation is employed as the joint representation. As the MDAE benefits a lot from its architecture, the speed of convergence precedes the MDBN.
• Recurrent temporal multimodal restricted boltzmann machines (RTMRBM) [4] . RTMRBM is an extension of recurrent temporal restricted boltzmann machine [27] and multimodal restricted Boltzmann machine. The organized network is a modification of recurrent temporal restricted Boltzmann machine which consists of a sequence of RBMs, where the hidden layer of current RBM depends on the previous RBMs [27] . These models extract features of distinct modal data, then the features are projected into multimodal embedding space and jointly to learn the correlation among modalities. The majority of them are unsupervised models, and additionally most are based on RBM that are considered difficult to train of partial function [28] . Besides, they involve several independent training process and testing process, and give rise to the loss of temporal information.
III. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
As mentioned before, our model has three parts: feature extraction, data augmentation and alm-GRU for fusion & recognition. In the following, we will introduce every part in details.
A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The feature extraction has two paths: video path and audio path after data preprocessing. Briefly, during feature extraction, in the path of video, the region of interest (ROI) is obtained firstly, then the data augmentation strategies including generative component are employed to increase the number of images. Finally, the CNN is used to extract the image features of ROI. In the path of audio, similarly, short-time fourier transform (STFT) gets the spectrogram, and we also adopt the strategies. Then the features are sent to the alm-GRU. 
1) IMAGE REPRESENTATION
CNN is very good at image representation because of the deep semantic information extracted from raw images [29] , [30] . In our model, VGG-Net pre-trained on ImageNet is used as the image extractor. The representation of each image is as follows:
where Img donates the image Img, CN N θ c (Img) is a high dimensional feature vector of image Img and this feature vector is the output of the last fully connected layer before softmax layer of the CNN model, θ c is the CNN parameters set which is pre-trained on ImageNet and can be fine-tuned with the experimental datasets as well.
is a low dimensional feature vector using PCA to get the principal components.
2) AUDIO REPRESENTATION
The audio feature extraction and representation is also an important part in AVSR. As aforementioned, traditional audio features are spectrogram and mel-frequency cepstrum cofficients (MFCC) which treat the sound as acoustic wave. Spectrogram is the short time fourier transform (STFT) of the input signal vector.
where w(t) is the window function, commonly a Hamming window centered around zero, and x(t) is the signal to be transformed. X (τ, ω) is the fourier transform of x(t)w(t − τ ), a complex function representing the phase and magnitude of the signal over time and frequency. Often phase unwrapping is employed along either or both the time axis τ , and frequency axis ω, to suppress any jump discontinuity of the phase result of the STFT.
The magnitude squared of the STFT yields the spectrogram. The figure of spectrogram is the samples and normalized frequency graphic expression.
B. DATA AUGMENTATION
In practice, the samples of AVSR is insufficient usually and therefore sequence learning is easy to overfit. Hence we utilize a set of data augmentation strategies against overfitting. In data augmentation, not only some off-the-shelf visual data augmentation strategies, but also generative adversarial networks (GAN) [31] is used as the generation component to produce some training samples in training. Note that, the listed data augmentation strategies are not used at the same time: audio data augmentation in the beginning, visual data augmentation after ROI extraction, and generative component after the visual data augmentation. The details are shown in Fig. 2 .
• Visual data augmentation: It is common that insufficient visual data may cause serious overfitting in AVSR. We employ visual data augmentation with extracted lip videos. Color jittering, small angle rotation and random scaling are adopted to augment data. The augmentation will also enhance the generalization of color change, space variousness and image quality difference.
• Audio data augmentation: To improve model's tolerance to audio noise and prevent overfitting, we apply white Gaussian noise in the training phase.
• Generative component: The generative component is another data augmentation in our model. The generative component represents probability distribution over multiple variables and allow the evaluation of the probability [28] . The two main useful generative models are variational autoencoder (VAE) [32] and generative adversarial networks (GAN) [31] . VAE is a directed model that uses learned approximate inference and can be trained purely with gradient-based models [28] . The idea of GAN is game theoretic scenario in which the generator network must compete against an adversary [28] . As the research of GAN rushed in 2017, various GANs are designed including conditional generative adversarial nets [33] , deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGAN) [34] , dual GAN [35] and Wasserstein GAN [36] .The generative component used in our model evaluate the distribution of the region around the lips and the spectrogram. At the same time, it generates some samples of the region around the lips and the spectrogram to assist the training of alm-GRU. We use DCGAN [34] as the generative component to accomplish the task. A 100 dimensional uniform distribution Z is projected to small spatial extent convolutional representation with many feature maps [34] . A series of convolutionskernel size:4 × 4, stride:2-convert the representation into:8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64 pixel images sequentially.
C. FUSION & RECOGNITION
Inspired by multimodal RNN (m-RNN) [37] for image captioning, the alm-GRU is an end-to-end architecture combining fusion and recognition using temporal information. It uses a novel loss to balance the audio-visual representation, video representation and audio representation.
1) GATED RECURRENT UNIT
Gated recurrent unit (GRU) is first proposed by K. Cho et al. [38] . The GRU is motivated by the mode of operation on longshort term memory (LSTM) unit -through gated mechanism avoiding vanishing gradients and remembering a long series of steps in the input stream. The GRU unit controls the flow of information without having memory unit. It just exposes the full hidden content without any control. GRU is relatively new, the performance is on par with LSTM, but computationally more efficient. The details on the differences and similarities between LSTM are in [40] and [41] . Fig. 3 shows the architecture of GRU block. It features two gates (reset gate R t , update gate Z t ), a candidate activation (H t ) and a block output (H t ). The R t , Z t ,H t and H t are FIGURE 3. A diagram of a GRU block. The reset gate R t controls the probability of ignoring the previous hidden state H t−1 or not. The update gate Z t decides the probability of the hidden state H t 's update. Eqs. (4)- (7) show the detail of GRU block. defined as follows:
where X t donates training instances, R t , Z t ,H t , H t donate reset, update, candidate activation and hidden states of the GRU at time step t, respectively, W , U donate corresponding weights of X t and H t−1 , b donate biases, σ (•) and ϕ(•) donate sigmoid function (σ (x) = sigmoid(x) = 1 1+e −x ) and tangent activation function (ϕ(x) = tanh(x) = e x −e −x e x +e −x ) respectively, '' '' donates element-wise multiplication and ''·'' donates matrix multiplication.
Eq. (6) tells us when R t is close to 0, the previous hidden state H t−1 would be discarded and we only use X t to compute the hidden state H t . So the reset gate controls the probability of ignoring the previous hidden state H t−1 or not. From Eq. (7), when Z t is close to 1, only new candidate activatioñ H t would be used to update the hidden stateH t ; whereas when Z t is closed to 0, the hidden state H t would equal to the previous hidden state H t−1 . So the update gate decides the probability of the hidden state H t 's update. The reason why GRU can capture the long-term memory is the reset gate and update gate in terms of similar gate mechanism.
As mentioned before, GRU does not have a memory cell, but it integrates the input and forget gates into an update gate. Although GRU is simpler, GRU is able to effectively and efficiently capture long-term temporal dependencies and prevent vanishing and exploding gradients.
2) AUXILIARY LOSS MULTIMODAL GRU
The alm-GRU is an end-to-end DNN which aims at fusion and recognition. The DNN architecture has two streams: video and audio. Video and audio are both extracted features VOLUME 6, 2018 after feature extraction, the features are sent to the processing streams at the same time.
The simplified architecture of the left part in alm-GRU (shown in Fig. 4 ) is same as general GRU. The formulae of video GRU is as follows (the similar formulae can be drawn for the audio GRU). 
The superscript v denotes the video modality. After the video GRU and audio GRU, data will be projected into the same dimensional space by a projection layer and a activation function thereby. This will also make the model more nonlinear. This is called transformation.
In the Eq. 12, P v and P a are projection matrix of video and audio trained in the DNN, g is the activation function, H v t and H a t are the output of video GRU and audio GRU, the T t is the output of the procedure. In the Eq. 13, x denotes the input of the activation function.
The features through video GRU, audio GRU and transformation could be regarded as well-fused features. The influence of different frames in a single video is summed in both video and audio modality.
T t (14) Where S i is the total well-fused features of video i, p denotes the number of frames of a video. This is called merge.
A series of fully connected layers, bach normalization layers and ReLu layers (this is called mapping block) map them to the results.
Here, in order to acquire more balanced representation, we introduce auxiliary loss connection. The auxiliary loss connection lies after video GRU and audio GRU, then data are mapped to the target space using merge and mapping block. In the training, there are three parts taken into account: the main loss, the video auxiliary loss and the audio auxiliary loss.
The implication here is minimizing the audio-visual loss, video loss and audio loss together. The loss conveys information from original networks, which make alm-GRU consider rich and hierarchy information, chiefly balancing the audiovisual, video and audio representation. This makes the feature take into account the correlation between audio and video, besides the representation of these respective modalities. Moreover, the auxiliary connection assists the main stream with faster and better convergence.
The loss is as follows,
Where Loss is the real training loss of alm-GRU, loss main is the loss of the main part, loss video aux and loss audio aux are the loss of auxiliary part. α and β are the hyperparameters of the influence from auxiliary part. The auxiliary loss connection is free enough so that the alm-GRU is flexible and extensive.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In the section, we show the results of the proposed model compared with some state-of-the-art models. We first introduce some datasets and some comparison models used in our experiments. Then the experimental results are shown and listed.
A. DATASETS
In this section, three benchmark datasets are introduced. The details are shown in Table 1 • AVLetters. The AVletters dataset was recorded by Dr. Iain Matthews at the University of East Anglia. The AVLetters dataset consists ten volunteers, they say the letters 'A' to 'Z' three times each. The dataset preextracts the ROI (lip region) of 60 × 80 pixels in Matlab files format (.mat), and clean MFCC of audio. We adopt the separation of the training and testing set with the percentage of 80% and 20%. • AVLetters2. The AVletters2 dataset is an extension of AVLetters which was created by Cox et al. in 2008. The AVLetters2 dataset contains letters 'A' to 'Z' spoken by six individuals with seven repetitions for each letter. The audio and video are splited in the raw data. An example of AVletters2 dataset is shown in the first to the fourth row in Fig. 5 . This dataset was recorded in colour using High Definition cameras 1920 × 1080 RGB. We adopt the separation of the training, validation and testing set with the percentage of with 80%, 10% and 10%.
• AVDigits. The AVDigits dataset contains more samples, and it is an extension of AVLetters and AVLetters2. The dataset is recorded by Hu et al. in 2016. Six speakers say the digits '0' to '9' nine times each. The AVDigits dataset has original videos with audio of one second to two seconds. An example of AVletters2 dataset is shown in the fifth to the last row in Fig. 5 . We adopt the separation of the training, validation and testing set with the percentage of with 80%, 10% and 10%.
B. COMPARISON MODELS
In this section, some typical models correlated to AVSR related tasks are briefly introduced. These models are chosen as comparative approaches because they represent different models for AVSR related task.
• MDBN. The MDBN is proposed by Srivastava and Salakhutdinov [2] . The original paper did text generation, more particularly, the model exploits the relationship of text and image representation. When we use MDBN, The fused features after the MDBN will pass through the mean pooling to obtain the representation of a single video. Finally, a support vector machine(SVM) is the recognition part.
• MDAE. The MDAE is advanced by Ngiam et al. [3] and consists two streams. At the same time, [3] proposed three types of multimodal learning: multimodal fusion, cross modality learning and shared representation learning. The multimodal fusion learns the joint representation among many modalities. In the cross modality learning experiments, we evaluate if we can learn better representations for one modality when given multiple modalities [3] . In the shared modalities learning, during training, the algorithm is provided data solely from one modality and later tested only on the other modality, which examines if a shared representation can be learned over different modalities [3] . Like the AVSR experiments of MDBN, the fused features after the MDAE will pass through the mean pooling to obtain the representation of a single video, and a SVM to be the recognition part.
• RTMRBM. In the year of 2015, RTMRBM [4] is proposed for AVSR, and outperforms other models. RTMRBM infers the joint distribution of both audio and visual modalities in the temporal scale. The below is some comparison models for cross modality speech recognition.
• Multiscale Spatial Analysis. The multiscale spatial analysis is a classic model on extraction of visual features of lipreading [41] . The approach uses a nonlinear, VOLUME 6, 2018 scale-space analysis to transform images into a domain where scale, amplitude, and position information are separated. This technique is a fast and robust model of deriving visual features that are not dependent on the absolute amplitude or position of image intensities [41] .
• Local Binary Patterns. The local binary patterns is a type of visual descriptor [42] , being first described in 1994. It has since been found to be a powerful feature for texture classification; it has further been determined that when local binary patterns is combined with the Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) descriptor, it improves the detection performance considerably on some datasets [43] . A full survey of the different versions of local bianry patterns can be found in Bouwmans et al. [44] .
• CRBM. The conditional restricted boltzmann machine (CRBM) [45] is a nonlinear generative model for time series data that uses an undirected model with binary latent variables connected to a number of visible variables. A CRBM based generative model enables modeling short-term multimodal phenomenon and also allows us to deal with missing data by generating it within or across modalities. The model is an RBM model which takes into account history form previous time instances [45] .
• 3DCNN-HMM. The 3D convolutional neural networks -hidden markov models (3DCNN-HMM) [46] is a marriage between 3DCNN and HMM. Specifically, 3DCNN extracts high level spatiotemporal features, and the continuous-observation HMM model with discrete hidden states estimate the results.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the section, we show the AVSR and cross modality speech recognition results compared with the said state-of-the-art models. Besides, we also demonstrate the additional generative component experiments.
1) FEATURE EXTRACTION
If the video and audio are not separated, we separate them from each other. And then truncate the video and audio into the same length.
• Feature extraction of video. Firstly, the off-the-shelf Viola-Jones algorithm [47] is used to extract the ROI surrounding the mouth. The region is resized to the same pixels, and use the aforementioned visual data augmentation strategy to double the lip visual data. The features are obtained by the pre-trained VGG-16's [48] last fully connected layer. Finally, reduce features to a certain principal components (like 100) with PCA whitening and center them. gained with 251 points of STFT and PCA whitening afterwards.
• Visual & audio features combination. When video and audio are both prepared, four contiguous audio frames correspond to one video frame for each time step.
2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The alm-GRU has two general GRUs and projects the video and audio features to the same dimension by transformation and merge with dropout. The recognition network in main part has mapping blocks. The auxiliary part has similar structure projecting the features to the low dimensional space prepared for recognition by merge and mapping block. Here, we set α = β = 0.2 in Eq. 15. The alm-GRU is able to be trained and tested once. No redundant training process is needed. The cross modality speech recognition experiment is that in the training phase, video and audio modalities are both needed, whereas in the testing phase, only video or audio modality is presented.
3) AVSR RESULTS
In the AVSR experiments, we compare our model with the performance of some other models on AVDigits and AVLetters2. Table 2 shows the alm-GRU model AVSR results compared with MDBN [2] , MDAE [3] and RTMRBM [4] results. In the two datasets, alm-GRU model outperforms all others. This shows that our model performs better on sequence and multimodality modeling. Note that, RTMRBM also captures the sequence information, but MDBN and MDAE are not. Fig. 6 shows the normalized confusion matrix of AVLetters2 and AVDigits by alm-GRU model. Furthermore, The model with data augmentation being better than with data augmentation except for generative component and the model with data augmentation except for generative component being better than without data augmentation show the generative component and data augmentation are necessary. In addition, it is not uncommon that the model slowly converges without data augmentation in our practice.
4) CROSS MODALITY SPEECH RECOGNITION
One purpose of the multimodal deep learning is learning better single modality representations given unlabeled data from multiple modalities [3] . In cross modality learning experiments, we evaluate the accuracy of one modality (e.g. V) when given multiple modalities (e.g. V and A) during learning. We compare the model to MDAE [3] , CRBM [45] , RTMRBM [4] and some single modality models including multiscale spatial analysis [41] , local binary patterns [42] and 3DCNN-HMM [46] on AVLetters. Table 3 displays proper cross modality speech recognition is better than single modal speech recognition, moreover our model performs better than other related multimodal models in cross modality speech recognition.
5) GENERATION RESULTS
As mentioned before, the architecture of DCGAN which is employed as the generative component in our model. All models are trained with mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a mini-batch size of 128, and all wights were initialized from a zero-centered normal distribution with standard deviation 0.02 [34] . We train the DCGAN for 10 epochs. The video and audio spectrogram generation results are shown in Fig. 7 . The video generation is able to directly be used in subsequent parts. The audio spectrogram generation images can transform to common spectrogram for usage. In the Table 2 , we can see that the model with data augmentation being better than with data augmentation except for generative component, both in AVDigits and AVLetters2.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the alm-GRU model in AVSR. This model has three parts: feature extraction, data augmentation and fusion & recognition. The alm-GRU network is an an end-to-end temporal architecture, which maps the audio and video information to the recognition results simultaneously with auxiliary loss architecture. Our model is simple but general. We also propose a useful complete solution including feature extraction and data augmentation for processing the raw video and training. The experiments on the three benchmark datasets show that the proposed model complete the AVSR and cross modality speech recognition appropriately. Moreover, the data augmentation including generative component elevates the recognition accuracy obviously. In the future, we plan to apply the alm-GRU in other temporal multimodal tasks and attempts to refine the model sustainedly.
